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INTRODUCTION

Student mobility: Why? Impact/learning outcomes?
Kinds of student mobility
Impact of pandemic on mobility
Some terminological issues
Internationalization for all and the role of
Virtual Exchange
• Brief comment on European Universities
• Concluding remarks
•
•
•
•
•
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STUDENT MOBILITY:
WHY? IMPACT/LEARNING OUTCOMES?
• Student mobility driver of internationalization in
Europe’s universities
• Impact on student learning:
• Language
• Culture
• Academic competences
• Professional competences
• Personal competences
• Impact studies and self-fulfilling prophecies
• Can we assume learning always happens?
• Target 20% by 2020 – what happens to the other 80%?
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KINDS OF STUDENT MOBILITY
Length/status: Horizontal (credit) vs Vertical (degree-seeking)
Activity: Studies – Work placements – Research – Service learning –
language learning…
Degree of structuring: joint programmes –
embedded mobility windows – free mover…
Duration: full degree – full year – full semester – summer courses –
short intensive programmes…
Degree of reciprocity: open inter-institutional mobility – exchange –
study abroad
Collective: undergraduate students – postgraduate students –
doctoral candidates – teaching staff – researchers –
administrative staff…
Mode: physical – blended – hybrid…
.
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IMPACT OF PANDEMIC ON MOBILITY

Serious impact since March 2020 (or earlier with Asia)
Restrictions on travel in general
Remote learning at all universities around the world
But – emergency remote learning, not intentionally designed
virtual exchange
• Risk that this “virtual mobility” will be taken to be “the real thing”
by authorities, teaching staff and students
• Silver lining – opportunity as qualitative leap in use of IT
has been considerable
BUT…
•
•
•
•
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SOME TERMINOLOGICAL ISSUES

Teaching and learning:
• On-campus
• Blended
• Remote/on-line (synchronous/asynchronous)
Mobility:
• Physical
• Blended
• Virtual Exchange (no actual mobility)
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INTERNATIONALIZATION FOR ALL
AND THE ROLE OF VIRTUAL EXCHANGE
Since late 1990s critique of physical mobility as sole instrument
for internationalization – 80% not benefitting
Internationalization for all (inclusion):
• internationalization at home
• internationalization of the curriculum
• comprehensive internationalization

Many different instruments internationalized learning outcomes
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multilingual and multicultural classroom
Teaching through other languages
International & visiting teaching staff
Internationalized content, literature, case studies
Internationalized methodology
Virtual Exchange (COIL…)
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BRIEF COMMENT ON
EUROPEAN UNIVERSITIES
Exciting new European initiative, where mobility is again a central
instrument and an important goal:
50% of students benefitting from mobility in alliances by 2025
Concept of mobility
Concept of benefitting from mobility (e.g. multiplier effect of staff
mobility)
Concept of students and how to count them – Arqus 300,000
(e.g. EHEA 20% of graduating students)
(Pandemic coinciding with first three-year funding period
and work plan)
Arqus Open Mobility – MoU signed 2019
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Pandemic has helped to accelerate analysis and consideration
of issues already under debate, in particular the use of IT for
learning and teaching, and for remote cooperation activities
BUT
Risk of confusing emergency response remote L&T and
authentic quality virtual exchange, which must (should) be:
• an intentional learning activity
• specifically and collaboratively designed
• institutionally supported
• complementary to physical mobility (blended) and
other internationalization activities and approaches.
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www.internacional.ugr.es
www.arqus-alliance.eu
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